
K.D.M.A International 

Summer Holiday Homework 

Class- XI (2024-25) All streams 
Date: 14/05/2024 

Subject                                                Homework 
English Prepare a chart on Figure of speech 

Physics * Revise Motion in a Straight line and Motion in a plane (all covered topics)  
* Do NCERT questions of Motion in straight line 

Chemistry  * Prepare a project file as discussed in class     * Complete Lab Manual  
(Details will be sent in the class group) 

Biology 1.Prepare 1 Chart as instructed in class.    2.Revise 1st 4 Chapters thoroughly. 
3.Draw important diagrams with proper labelling. 

Accountancy 1. Revise Accounting terms and accounting principles and assumptions. 
2. Prepare the accounting equation of at least 20 transactions of your choice in the project file. 

Business studies 1 Revise both the Units covered in class- 
1 Nature and purpose of Business 
2 Forms of Business organizations 
Prepare a collage on any one of the following topics - 
A)Indian MNC’s and their CEO’s with their Brand name, Brand Mark and Taglines 
B)Various quality marks and their issuing agencies India and world wide 
C)Popular Co-Operative societies in India with their details. 
D) Aids to Trade     E) A collage of top 25 business news during the summer vacation. 

Economics Solve twenty questions in economics note book(statistics, Arithmetic mean) 

History 1) Revise ch.1 &2 thoroughly    2) Collect important pictures of Roman Empire. 

Sociology Prepare a Project file-   1. Indian Sociologist.    2.Breifly Explain Indian society and its Culture 

Political science I. Prepare a Port Folio on Fundamental Rights In the Indian Constitution  
II. Prepare Chapters for PT-1 

Maths Do all chapters taught from R.D. Sharma 

Applied Maths  Practice Ch -2 and Ch- 3 from RD Sharma Book  in maths register 

Maths Optional Do all chapters taught from R.D. Sharma 

Physical Education * Unit1 - changing trends and careers in physical education  * Unit2 - Olympism value education  
Revised unit 1-2    * make game file according to your game 

Computer Science Complete type A and type B questions of chapter 
1. getting started with python               2.  Python fundamentals 

Tabla 1-Short notes with example    2-Gharanas with vadan shaili   3-Jivni Pt. Kishan Maharaj Ji, Ustad 
Zakir Hussain.   4-All Taal's with Laykaris. 

Kathak 1). write the notation of one chakkardar paran in teen taal. 
2) .Definitions: Tali,Khali,  sam,tihaayi. 
3) .brief about teen Taal & jhaptaal. 
4) . write a short note on  Natya ,nritta ,nritya. 
5). brief about all the  three  layas,vilambit,madhya and drut . 
6). history of Kathak dance                              9 ). notate a tukra / toda and paran in any taal. 
7). Tillana piece in bharatnatyam dance.     10) .brief about ( Dadrataal,kaharwa,roopak Taal . 
8). brief about laya and taal. 

Hindustani vocal 1-Short notes with example  2-Raag bhairav chinta kheyal      3-All Taal's with Laykaris. 

Painting *Make anyone folk art painting and one modern art painting on half chart paper.  
*Revise ch. 1 and 2 in detail . (Picture will be sent in art group) 

Hindi  
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